CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

After analyzing character of Georgina in chapter three, it is found that Georgina experiences such loneliness, which is not only mental loneliness, but also physical loneliness. At first time, Georgina does not welcome her cousins because of her negative thinking to other person. She thinks that her cousins will interfere her life. She is motivated by her desires so that it makes her more loneliness and forces her to have some improper personalities and behaviors. It only increases her loneliness and behaves illogically. Her improper personalities and behaviors are selfish, egoist, rude, naughty, impolite, and negative thinking. Besides, she also has good manner such as truthful and loyalty to her beloved friends when she has made friend with someone.

Georgina is little girl who cannot accept unpleasant information that she must be separated with her beloved friend. She is burned with desires to get pleasure and motivated to be like boy to hinder her sadness. Therefore, she always has negative thinking to other people who never met before which only cause her into loneliness. Through Sigmund Freud’s id, ego, and superego, it is found that the cause of her loneliness is more understandable. Firstly, her id is marked when Georgina is controlled by her desires and her improper behaviors, which only seek for pleasure.
such as to keep stay with her beloved Timothy and enjoy her own island without interfering of another people. Her ego and some kinds of defense mechanism, on the other hand, are appeared when Georgina decides to be like boy. The defense mechanism that occurs on character Georgina because she is burned by her desire to seek pleasure such as she wants to keep staying with Timothy.

The first, the study finds that repression occurs on Georgina when she hears that she cannot keep her beloved friend Timothy. She looks for the way to face ordeal of her life she tries to keep stay with Timothy by leaving Timothy with the fisher boy Alfa. She has to pay Alfa her neighbor, by using her pocket money for the cost to take care Timothy. Second is denial, it occurs when she decides to be like boy to hinder her loneliness and sadness. She denies her fate as little girl and hates being a girl. Even she ignores when she is called Georgina her true name. Third is regression, she is being innocent to keep her secret after she kicks Anne’s leg and reprimanded by her mother she leaves the without guilty on table food. Fourth is reaction formation, this appeared when the loyalty of Georgina is examined. She does something that she hates to safe her beloved friend and cousins. She admits her true name Georgina even though it against her heart to safe her beloved friend and cousins from dangerous.

Finally, some alteration on Georgina is happen, Georgina tries to trust other person after she meets her cousins who always share something with Georgina in throughout holy day in Georgina’s home. Her cousins convince her that not all people
does not like her and interfere her life. In the end of story, she wants share her own to her cousins such as her island including inside of it.